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NCT Helplines
Pregnancy & Birth Line - 0300 330 0772 (9 am to 8pm, Monday to Friday).
Breastfeeding Line - 0300 330 0771 (8am–10pm, seven days a week).
Postnatal Line - 0300 330 0773 (9am-1pm, Monday to Friday).
Shared Experiences Helpline - 0300 330 0774 (Tues to Thursday, 9am – 3pm) .

National Childbirth Trust
The NCT wants all parents to have an experience of pregnancy, birth, and early childhood that
enriches their lives and gives them confidence in being a parent.
This publication costs £2.00 to produce and is sent for free to our members.
Donations to support our work are welcome.
This newsletter is published three times a year to promote local interest in childbirth and parenting
issues and to encourage local NCT parent support networks. It is widely circulated to NCT members,
expectant parents, and health professionals in Gloucester and the surrounding district. The NCT
cannot be held liable for loss, damage, or injury arising out of goods sold through these columns or
any adverts in this newsletter.
The opinions in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the NCT or the editors. The information
in this newsletter is for the use of NCT members only in connection with NCT activities, and may not
be used for commercial purposes. Mailing records are now electronic. The details used are name,
address, and the date when your subscription runs out. To inspect the records please ring the membership secretary.
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Hi everyone,
for those that don't know me, my
name is Gill and I am the chair of the
Gloucester NCT. I have 4 children
ages 8, 5, 3 and 9 months and am a
student Antenatal Teacher with the
NCT. I have been volunteering for
the NCT for around 8 years on and
off and thoroughly enjoy it.
Its been another busy few months at
Gloucester NCT. We had a fantastic
nearly new sale at our newest venue
which proved very popular. We've
also been busy organising our first
ever table top sale due to take
place16th June. Our next NNS is on
the 7th July. I would like to thank the
committee for all of their hard work
and dedication. If anyone has any
spare time and would like to consider
volunteering, please get in touch, the
branch can't run without a dedicated
group of volunteers.

etc., just let me know.
On our cover you can see
Wendy with her lovely baby bump.
Read her story “Pregnant Wendy” on
page 40. Wendy is now proud Mummy to her son Toby. Congratulations!
Toby’s birth story will follow in our
winter edition.
Just in time for The Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee, we are glad to
share a birth stories from 1952 with
you (p. 18). Becoming a parent and
giving birth was quite different 60
years ago. See for yourself!
Thank you to Claire who asks
“Can I afford to stay at home?” (p.5)
and to Lizzie who shared “Maya’s
journey” and her story about giving
birth abroad (p.9). If you are thinking
about a “Waterbirth in the kitchen”,
read Lara’s story and find out how to
persuade your hubby (p.13) and if
you are thinking about “Baby Led
Weaning”, follow our new series of
two mums sharing their experiences
with baby led weaning (p. 34).
Are you pregnant and unsure about
Hello and welcome to the summer
edition of our NCT Gloucester & Dis- which book(s) to read? Have a look
trict newsletter Changing Times. This at “Instructions not included” (p. 40)
where Alex discusses different baby
is my second edition as newsletter
editor and I have again enjoyed put- books.
I hope you will enjoy reading this
ting it all together. I am glad that we
newsletter.
were able to include stories written
by local parents as well as stories of
parents from other areas in the UK.
We are hoping to be including stories from local parents and parents-to
-be in every issue. That’s where you
Our next Nearly New
come in. If you would like to write
Sale is on the 7th Juyour story for the newsletter or would
ly at Severn Vale
like to have a regular column in
Highschool.
Changing Times, please contact me
(p. 46). Also, if you would like to join
For more details, please see
the newsletter team to help with repage 43.
search, proof reading, photos, ideas

Gill

Tina
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Can I afford to stay at home?
By Claire Haslam

Before we had our first child, my husband and I both worked full time. After
our son was born, I took a year off
work. Things were a bit tighter financially, but we managed okay. We didn’t
have the money to do the things we
used to do, like eating out or going to
the cinema, but we didn’t have the time
or energy to do those things either!
As the year came to an end, two things
became apparent. I really wanted to go
back to work part time, and my husband was feeling that he was missing
out on time with our son. A grand plan
was hatched where we would both
work part time. When one of us was at
work the other would be at home taking
care of our son. But we were uncertain
of one thing - could we afford to be at
home and live off the equivalent of just
one full time salary?
At first we doubted our plan would
work. How would we survive financially
on half of the money we had earned
before? But we knew it would be the
best thing for everyone in our family so
we were determined to make it work.
Out came the bank statements and a
new budget spreadsheet was designed. I spent hours scrutinising our
spending and researching on the Internet, particularly on the Moneysavingexpert.com forum.
Here are some of the examples of
things that had to go or be changes:
Regularly eating out - now we only
eat out if there is an occasion to celebrate.
Monthly cinema subscription - instead we got an online DVD film rental
deal for £5 a month
Gym subscriptions - Trust me, pushing a buggy up Robinswood Hill is far
tougher than anything I ever did in the
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gym!
Regular hair cuts and colours When your hair is often smeared in
unidentifiable baby goo is it worth it? I
actually now prefer my more natural
look.
Cable TV package - followed a year
later by our TV. Yes we have no TV.
But we don’t miss it. We watch catch
up TV online without a TV licence (Note
- you are not allowed to stream live TV
as it happens online without a TV license). Now we can put on our favourite programmes at a time that suits us
and pause them if we need to. The children still watch everything you would
expect, but they pick their favourites
rather than just watching it because it is
there and on.
Car - we gave up our old car as we
could not afford the running costs. We
had to be a bit more organised, but it
was not impossible. Small children are
usually more than happy with their local
parks, gardens and baby groups. We
did join the Gloucester Car Club so we
could access a car if we really needed
to go somewhere a bus or train could
not take us. Now that our children are a
bit older and want to go further afield
we have purchased a small car that is
very economical to run. We have compromised on size to keep our monthly
outgoings as low as possible.
New Clothes - I used to spend money
on fast fashion and trends that never
lasted. Now new clothes are bought
with birthday or Christmas money and
we opt for quality rather than quantity.
We hit the charity shops if we need
anything between these times. Luckily
the children get lots of clothes from
generous friends with older children.
Smaller Home - We moved into a two
5
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bed semi in a cheaper part of town. If
we both worked full time we would
probably be able to afford that larger
family home, in a semi rural location
with a big garden. But what would be
the point of that if we were always
working to pay for it? As the saying
goes ‘The grass is always greener
where you water it.’ We are positive
about our space and have made it work
really well for us by improving the storage and decluttering.
Dealing in cash - When we initially
went through our bank statements we
realised that our debit cards were being
used almost without thought. £10 here,
£20 there, £15 in the local co op when
we only went there for a loaf of bread! It
all added up to hundreds of pounds
with nothing to really show for it. These
days we draw out a cash allowance
each week for top up food and daily
expenses (bus fares, fees for groups
and activities, hobbies etc). Once it is
gone it is gone. We use direct debits for
all of our essential bills and they all go
out as close to payday as possible.
Reorganising our finances - in the
past couple of years we have secured
cheaper deals on mobile phone contracts, home phone, broadband, house
insurance, life insurance, old student
debts, and our mortgage. We have
saved a lot of money doing this.
Slashing our food bills - at first we cut
down on meat (eventually we became
vegetarian -so much cheaper!), and
stopped buying processed food. We
cook most things from scratch with
cheap but nutritious ingredients. We
buy supermarket own brands for things
like cereals and tins. Recently we have
been buying dried goods and tins from
a wholesale cooperative. We discovered the market and a green grocer on
Kings Square for fresh fruit and veg at
Gloucester & District

prices much lower than the supermarket. This year we will be growing a lot
more of our own food on our allotment.
Instead of a cupboard full of various
cleaning products I just buy an eco multi-surface cleaner and use it for everything.
Fuel bills - this maybe a bit extreme for
some, but when our central heating
became old and ineffective we decided
to get rid of it altogether. We have a
wood burner downstairs, and some
electric heaters upstairs for a quick
blast of warmth before bedtime. We
were able to secure a grant to insulate
our home to a high standard and get
some solar panels to generate more
than enough electricity for our heaters.
This means that our utility bills are very
low indeed.
Buying New - We try to avoid buying
brand new things by using freegle,
ebay, amazon market place and charity
shops when we really need something. We always ask ourselves is it a
‘need’ or a ‘want’? Do we really really
need it? If we are buying something
new we do lots of research and brew it
over rather than buying something on
impulse.
Holidays - bye bye numerous city
breaks throughout the year and the
annual foreign holiday and heeeellllooo
camping!
As I type this I am conscious that some
of you might be thinking ‘what a miserable life!’ but I can honestly say that it
has been an enriching, and fulfilling
experience. I’ve actually not missed
anything that we have given up. In fact I
feel more joyful and more abundant
than before. Now when my husband
and I do go out for a meal, or get something new, it feels like a real treat, and
we enjoy it and appreciate it so much
more than we did before.
6
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If working part time is not an option for
you, but you want more time with your
family, then a small change could mean
big things. Work out how much you
earn a day, and then see how much
you can save with some serious budgeting. You may find that you can afford
one day a month unpaid at home for
some extra family time. If you can
shave 20% off your outgoings, that
would be equivalent to a whole day in a
standard 5 day working week. Don’t
forget you will also be paying a bit less
tax.
When we had more money we thought
that we could not live without it, we already spent every penny we earned.
Yet once it was gone we found it much
easier to adapt than we first thought.
For us the things that we were giving
up were not as important to us as the
time with our children.

Please tell our advertisers that you saw their advert in the NCT Gloucester Newsletter ‘Changing Times’
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How can you support your partner during labour and birth?
By Tina Jaede












Women often retreat within themselves to get through labour. Please do
not say that you are bored and do not be insulted, if she ignores you.
Make sure you know what her preferences are e.g. for pain relief. Support
her in her decisions, even if she changes her mind during labour. Do not
make her feel guilty about her decisions.
Praise, reassure and encourage her.
Be prepared for insults and accept them.
Keep eye contact where possible and breathe with her.
Ask for her feedback e.g. “Is the pressure [massage] comfortable for
you?” and listen to her feedback.
Remind her to keep mobile, empty her bladder, eat and drink during labour.
Try to stay calm. The calmer and more relaxed you are, the better she will
feel, too.
Be there for her, make her feel loved and safe.

Maya’s Journey
By Lizzie El-Abed

My husband got a one-off chance for
a visiting fellowship at a Spine centre
in Denver for 2 months over the summer. However, our baby was due on
the 1st July! So after much soul
searching, questions, answers and
heated discussions, we decided to
spend our summer in Colorado. It
would be an amazing opportunity,
spent in a beautiful part of the world,
but we were not sure of how much
we would get to see.
Through my contacts I engaged an independent midwife and
communicated with her via email and
Skype. I kept her up to date with my
antenatal visits and care. We found
an apartment to rent for 10 weeks
and I found a great network of local
mums to beg, steal and borrow from
Gloucester & District

so we wouldn’t have to take too much
equipment and supplies with us. At
38 half weeks we flew from Bahrain
via London to Denver, a total travelling time of 23 hrs flying and 8 hour
transfer time in London (great as it
gave us a chance to see my parents,
whom we hadn’t seen for 6 months).
I dressed well and had a letter
stating I was only 35 weeks, but noone asked. It was only 2 hours before
we arrived in Denver when one flight
attendant mentioned “you’re going to
have your hands full pretty soon!”
Little did she know! I’m not suggesting for one moment that I would recommend this to anyone else; I made
these decisions on many different
factors, including the fact that my previous 2 pregnancies went to 42
8
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weeks and that flying poses no risk to
the baby. I took extra precautions: I
wore flight socks, took aspirin and
made sure I took regular exercise on
the flight. Not hard with a 3yr and 4yr
old!
Wednesday 13th July 4.44am:
that’s was when it all started, finally.
Well, that was after two back-to-back
sessions of acupuncture on the two
previous days. The first session was
very gentle, but the next one was
really full on, using electrical stimulation, injections of saline into acupressure points and using points on the
little toe and in the ear – ouch! Apparently it was to re-align my Chi and
bring the energy down.
It started with really low-down
menstrual cramping, every 10-15
minutes. This was really quite unpleasant. Along with that it felt like it
was all in my rectum. It was very odd
and very different to my previous two
labours. Anyway, after a couple of
hours, I realised we were most probably still pre-labour and was it going
to be some time, so I took codeine
and went back to bed. Thankfully I
slept and everything eventually
stopped, which was good as Khal
had a full day at work, his only one so
far. I eventually woke about 9am!
Thankfully the house was still
standing and the electronic baby sitter (the TV!) had done a good job. I
eventually got myself together with a
picnic and we went up to the swimming pool for a few hours (11am3.30pm), whilst all this time sporadically getting more tightenings. It was
a relief being in the pool. Throughout
the evening, during the most amazing
thunderstorm, things started to be-
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come more regular, but I still didn’t
feel right. The rushes didn’t come
right up over my bump, so I went off
to bed to wait and see. I don’t remember now what time I awoke, but I
thought this had to be it now. The
rushes were strong, so I had Khal put
the TENS machine on. By 6 am I

wanted to get in the pool, so we
called the midwife and the doula.
After a quick examination of
me and baby, we got into the pool.
This was much more comfortable and
relaxed, but I was still experiencing a
great amount of pain – yes pain.
Deep inside in my cervix (I can say
this with confidence from previous
experiences of having a coil fitted)
and in my bottom; it was very difficult
to sit. The birth pool wasn’t as big as
before so it was slightly more difficult
to stretch out and float. I kept reminding myself, “it's ok, the baby is in the
right position, and my cervix is opening, not long now”. Everything went
quiet again; I was thankful for the rest
and enjoyed the buzz around me
while I wallowed. Then I had the
same feeling again. The rushes were
sporadic at first, but becoming regular and stronger and even feeling a
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little pushy. By lunch time nothing
had happened and it all stopped
again. I got out of the pool for a walk
around and a toilet break, sent everyone out for lunch and then had a lie
down with Khal. Hannah (the doula)
came back from the park with the
girls and we sent her home. When
Lauren (the midwife) came back from
lunch we had a long discussion about
third babies being unpredictable. She
told me I should enjoy the rest, take
advantage of it and baby probably
wouldn’t come until tomorrow - this
wasn't really what I wanted to hear!
We talked about the pros and cons of
doing a vaginal examination. Lauren
checked the baby who was still in the
LOA position – the head had moved
down, but it was still high. The heart
rate was good. I decided I needed
the vaginal examination: I needed to
know that in the last twelve hours
something had been happening. I
also needed reassurance and a starting place. I was 4cm dilated and very
stretchy, but still a long way off. At
this point, all bets were off! I sent
everyone home until further notice. I
took paracetamol, had another massage from my husband and then
went to bed for a blissful sleep, as did
Khal and the two girls.
I have a vague, distant recollection during those half waking, half
dream-state moments of rushes coming, and of rocking and breathing
through it, of thinking it’s nothing and
going back to sleep, of it coming
again, and again, again... and of calling, “Khal!”. I got up and walked
around. It was easier. The TENS machine went back on: ooohh that was
good! It was working really well. I
guess that was about 4pm.
Gloucester & District

We busied ourselves getting
tea and the girls sorted for bed. I
would use the boost button with every rush and then every third or fourth
rush, needing Khal too. On the whole
I felt rather serene and relaxed, happy in the thought that nothing would
happen until the next day. It was certainly feeling very different from earlier – better even? The pressure and
pain in my bum had gone and I could
feel the contractions coming right up
over my bump. I was excited and felt
ready to meet my new baby. I was
contracting every 6 minutes.

When the girls went to bed, I
had another lie down. I just wanted to
rest, not sure how long this would be
going on for. It soon felt like it was
slowing down again, so I got up. It
was now 8pm. I sat on the ball watching TV, chatting with Khal, happily
passing time together with the pool
ready again. The rushes started
again at 8.20pm every 10-12
minutes: they were now bigger, longer and stronger. After 45 minutes, at
9pm, I wanted to get back in the pool.
Khal, against my better judgement,
called the midwife; she would be
there in an hour. I told her not to
rush. Soon after getting in the pool, I
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started “mooing”. The first few times I
fought the feeling - it couldn’t possibly
be time to push! It was too early, I
wasn’t fully dilated... But it dawned on
me that what I was actually feeling
was the head descending down into
the birth canal. I let go and relaxed
and went with the waves.
There was still no sign of Lauren. I told Khal the head was coming
and then finally felt a relief of pressure as my waters went. I put my
hand down to feel the tip of the head.
I slowed down, gently panting – then
came another surge. Out came the
head - then a pause. Another surge
and out came the rest. Khal caught
the baby and brought her up out of
the water. We were laughing and crying all at the same time. Just beautiful. There she was, perfect, crying,

covered in a a thick coat of vernix.
Lauren arrived about 20
minutes later. We got out of the pool,
the baby still attached, and made ourselves comfortable on the bed. Maya
remained attached until after the placenta came about an hour later. She
went straight to the breast.
She was born at exactly 42
weeks and I can’t wait to do it all
again! Only next time, no acupuncture. I will leave nature to do its thing.
Babies come when they are ready,
and I know they come eventually.
And for me that will always be around
42 weeks.

Our next Nearly
New Sale is on the
7th July at Severn
Vale Highschool.
For more details, please
see page 43.
Please tell our advertisers that you saw their advert in the NCT Gloucester Newsletter ‘Changing Times’
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Persuading the hubby, part 2:
“Waterbirth in the kitchen!”
By Lara Robinson

If you were lucky enough to delve
between the covers of the last edition
of “Changing Times”, you may remember the challenge I set myself
persuading a sceptical Mr Hubby of
the values of re-usable nappies. Persuading the hubby can sometimes be
like riding a bike uphill in a stiff wind,
but just like the equally stiff wind encountered so often at changing time,
it can all be overcome with a deep
breath and a firm mind set to the
task! By comparison to the reusable
nappies issue however, my next challenge was a veritable Tour de France
in the uphill cycling
stakes!
The
idea quite
literally
surfaced
as we
were
swimming in the local pool. It was
towards the end of my second pregnancy and I was floating around in
the water experiencing the sheer
bliss that only a pregnant mother can
feel as the weight of 8 months hard
pregnancy was lifted off my feet. Mr
Hubby was throwing our youngest in
the air and they were splashing
around wildly filling the air with giggles. My youngest was two years old
now and he’d clearly come such a
long way since his traumatic hospitalinduced birth 24 months earlier. It
Changing Times

suddenly struck me how relaxed I felt,
in the water with my family around
me and I made the decision right
there and then, that I was going to
transfer that feeling of tranquillity to
my next birth experience! “I’m going
to have a waterbirth in the kitchen!” I
exclaimed! My sudden outburst
caught poor Mr Hubby completely
unawares and he just stood there mid
-throw in stunned bewilderment as
our little bundle of joy spiralled
through the air and hit the water with
a resounding splosh! Without the “12-3 breathe” that they’d been practicing at baby-swimming, the little mite
came up coughing and spluttering,
and despite him being quite ok, a
pool life guard had already blown his
whistle and a number of youthful pool
attendants were diving athletically
into the pool! By the time we’d towelled off, and thanked the life guards
for their diligence, and meekly smiled
at the other swimmers who were
looking at us as if we were completely incompetent parents, Mr Hubby
finally pulled himself together and
managed to reel off an immeasurably
long list of reasons why he thought
the whole ‘waterbirth in the kitchen’
concept was a terrible idea! “Surely
giving birth at home would create a
right mess all over the place?”, “What
if I was in labour at home and something went wrong?”, “Where on earth
would we get a pool?”, “Was I seriously thinking of the kitchen?”, “What
13
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if I got in to the pool and a wave of
water went all over the place?”, “Was
I going to cope without pain relief?”,
“Was it going to be massively expensive?”, and finally “Could we do it on
the cheap using little ones paddling
pool and filling it with our leaky garden hose?!”.
Well, I’m all for trying to win my
man round with a bit of frugalism, but
after a stint of research on Google
and the NHS Choices website it soon
became apparent that the paddling
pool and garden hose idea wasn’t
going to fly. Home birthing pools
needed to be sterile, deep enough to
immerse your body and strong
enough to hold your weight as you
hang over the side gasping for breath
after an endless contraction. Luckily
though, I did find some options to
save forking out gazillions of pounds
on a birth pool. First there was the
hiring option – with pools available
from around £80 for 5 weeks, but in
the end I got a second hand one of
ebay, complete with sterile hose for
just £24. All I needed then was a
new pool liner for £25 and my set up
was complete! Now all this did come
to around £50 in total, but as I pointed
out to mr hubby (when the postman
came to the door with an inflatable
birthing pool under his arm), the hospital parking at the last birth came to
over £30 anyway and this time round
we would have need a baby sitter for
our little tike as well, so I reckon we
made a saving!
Mr Hubbys other concerns over
the dangers of home birth were addressed by a couple of interesting
encounters. The first was with a very
kindly midwife who visited us at home
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and reminded us that giving birth was
a completely natural process and that
we just had to trust my body. In addition she promised to bring round
plenty of gas-and-air and furthermore
said that if we gave birth at home it
would really help her meet her homebirth targets. She seemed so nice
that we could hardly say no, and the
idea was sealed later that day with
the second interesting encounter
which was a chance conversation
over the fence with the elderly lady
who lives next door, who told Mr Hubby that in her day there was no such
thing as a hospital and that kitchen
births were quite the norm. After an
hour of listening through the fence to
stories about birth
in times gone-by,
Mr Hubby was
quite dazed and in
no capacity to argue about the issue
any further.
Despite my
immaculate preparation, the one thing
I did forget, and I would strongly advise against forgetting, was a decent
pump. My labour started a few days
before my due date, and as Mr Hubby
will tell you, home birthing pools are
very, very, large. Very large. With
his small bike pump, he needed a
good hour of frantic pumping to get
the thing inflated, and halfway
through when he was at his lowest
ebb and his right arm really was very
nearly dropping off, two very stern
midwives arrived just in time to whip
him back into action. Eventually he
crossed the finish line and I stepped
in to the warm soothing waters, and
all my cares drifted away. Mr hubby
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was clearly exhausted and looked
rather like he’d been in labour himself, but before he’d had time to even
catch his breath one of the stern midwives spun on her heels and told him
in no short order that his next task
was to keep the temperature of the
pool within a degree of 36 Celsius
and given that it was already down to
34, he’d better get cracking! At this
point Mr Hubby was required to race
back and forwards across the kitchen
carrying saucepan-fulls of water from
the pool and topping it up with hot
water from the tap. Back and forwards he went at ten to the dozen for
a good three hours, spurred on by
the hawkish glare of the midwives,
which provided me with excellent entertainment during contractions. In
fact, it occurred to me that the whole
situation was rather like a modernday equivalent of “Why don’t you go
and get some warm towels ready”
and it kept him nicely occupied for
the duration of the labour.
Before I really knew it my second child was born. My contractions
were eased by the warm water, my
tender regions were softened and I
avoided the dreaded stitches. It was

such a soothing entry to the world I
will never forget the experience. And
neither will Mr Hubby, for his pumping
arm has never been the same to this
day!
Further information about using a
birth pool and homebirth:
Arranging to use a birth pool
http://www.nct.org.uk/birth/arranginguse-birth-pool
Homebirth:
http://www.nct.org.uk/birth/what-do-ineed-home-birth
http://www.homebirth.org.uk/
Birth Choice:
http://www.birthchoiceuk.com/

Special Experiences Register
The NCT are setting up a national register of its members who have
been through difficult experiences of pregnancy, birth and early
parenthood, who would be happy to help and support others who are
going through similar ordeals.
We want people who can talk freely about their experiences without it
upsetting them, and with good listening skills to contact Ali Macleod, at
a_macleod@nct.org.uk
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Gloucester NCT Little Bundles Project
Gloucester
NCT Little
Bundles
have a had
a busy
time as we
are now
receiving between 8 and 10 referrals
a week and sometimes more! We
continue to provide local families with
essential baby items from nappies to
highchairs. We are seeing an increase in the need for clothes which
is good news as we have several
tonnes of them in storage so it is nice
to shift a few! We are now able to
take electrical items thanks to the
generous nature of local business
National Test Services based in
Hempsted. NTS kindly pat test all our
electrical donations for us before we
give them out to check they are safe.
We really need more electrical donations so if you have some baby monitors, an electric steriliser or a nightlight that you no longer require then
we would love to rehome them for
you. We have received some generous donations for the project from
local sources recently so many
thanks to St Johns Church Churchdown, St Andrews Church Coffee
Shop Churchdown and Ageas Insurance. We also took part in the Citizen
Cashwish Appeal and received
£463.64 through the hard work of
many different people collecting the
Citizen vouchers for us. Particular
thanks to all those who collected for
us but special mentions for the Compass Children's Centre, Terry and
Wendy Saunders, St Paul's school
and Big Yellow Storage Gloucester
Gloucester & District

and Cheltenham branches.
The increase in referrals has led to
our toiletries stocks being permanently low! We are packing 4 or 5 toiletry
bags a week at the moment and we
can't keep up with demand! Please
be part of our "add to your bag"
scheme: Add one adult or baby toiletry item to your shopping each week
and at the end of the month one of
our volunteers will collect your 4 or 5
items which will mean we have a
steady flow of toiletries to fulfill all the
requests we receive. Remember we
cannot take L'Oreal or Body Shop
products because of the NCT support
of the Nestle boycott, home brands
are fine!
Finally everytime we write an update
we always appeal for volunteers...we
are urgently urgently desperately in
need of more people to help...even
an hour a week would make a difference...
Families need us to be there to help
when there is no one else who
can...help us to be there for them.
Please think carefully if you can be
involved and make a difference to a
Mum or Dad just like you with a family
just like yours. If you are interested
email:volunteers@gloucesterlittlebun
dles.org and Tracey will get in touch
with you.
If you have anything to donate
(please note we cannot take clothes
at the moment unless they are tiny
baby size) please ring 07769355219
to arrange someone to collect it from
you.
Thank you

Laine Lewis (Project Manager)
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Are you pregnant?
Got a young baby?
Why not come to

NCT Gloucester & District Branch

Tuesdays 10.30 am - 12.00 pm
Salvation Army Hall, Eastgate Street,
Gloucester
Chat, meet other mums and listen to speakers,
Tea, coffee and bottle warming facilities.
Breastfeed whenever you want.
Parking in the car park behind the Hall

For more information, please see:
www.nct.org.uk/gloucester/bumps-and-babies
To receive up-to-date information about this group you can either call 0844 243
6138 option 1 or join our email announce group.
Email: antoniacatchpole@yahoo.com.
Changing Times
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New Mum in 1952
By Mel Porter

The Queen's Diamond Jubilee gives
us an opportunity to reflect on how
new parents’ experiences have
changed over the past sixty years.
When the Queen took the throne in
1952, Mel Porter's grandmother,
Joyce Taylor, was a new Mum. Mel
spoke to Joyce about her experiences of pregnancy, birth and motherhood in early-1950s Newcastle-uponTyne, putting the challenges of 21st
century motherhood very firmly into
perspective!
"You didn't
think any
further
than getting married
and
having babies," said
my Granny, of herself as a
young
woman.
On 30 November
1951, she
Grace Taylor with Granny
Grace Crawford
gave birth
to her first
child, my Mum, Grace, at her parents'
home in High Heaton, Newcastle.
She was just 20 and my Grandad
was away at sea in the Merchant Navy. They had been married 15
months and did not yet have their
own home.
"Did your Mum or Dad phone for
the midwife?" I asked naively. Granny
laughed, "We didn't have a phone!
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My Dad must have peddled off on his
bicycle to call the midwife and she
arrived on her bike." She was "an oldfashioned midwife" aged about 50,
who had visited Joyce regularly
throughout her pregnancy, listening
to the baby's heartbeat with an ear
trumpet. Joyce knew her well and felt
comfortable with her: "I had a good
relationship with her; she and my
Mam got on like a house on fire."
Once she arrived at the house,
the midwife stayed with Joyce until
the baby was born. Cycling duties
complete, my great-grandfather made
himself scarce! Even if my Grandad
had been at home, he was unlikely to
have attended the birth, as husbands
"were not encouraged" to at the time.
Joyce's mother, also Grace, was her
birth partner during her 12-hour labour. "We didn't really know anything
about what was happening [to our
bodies]," she said, describing how
she hung
from a bolster
draped
over
the
bed rail to
manage
the
pain
during
contractions.
Joyce also
had
gas
and
air
and pethidine (via a Grace Taylor with Grandad
spinal in- Jack Crawford
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jection), both administered routinely
by the midwife. As the birth approached, the family GP arrived "to
deliver the baby", presumably also
summoned by bicycle!
Listening to my Granny's recollections of her first birth, I was surprised
at how managed and medicalised it
was. Even though she had a home
birth, there were routine interventions
(that I promised not to describe
here!), which I had assumed were
introduced later, once hospital birth
became the norm. But I was also
struck by how well-supported she
was, by her mother and a midwife
and doctor who knew her pregnancy
and medical history well. They were
experienced in attending home births
and my Granny clearly trusted them.

Grace Taylor, 3 weeks old.

How very far removed from the 21st
century birth experiences of most
women that I know.
Mum was born at 1:00am, and
Joyce began two weeks of 'lying-in',
in which she did not leave the bedroom. Baby Grace was registered by
her grandfather, who gave her the
'family name', without discussion! The
midwife visited daily, helping Joyce to
establish breastfeeding and a strict
routine. Grace slept outside all day in
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her Silver Cross pram - "like the
Queen had!" - throughout a Newcastle winter, with feeds every fourhours. At night, she slept in a cot beside Joyce's bed. Granny said, "the
routine wasn't very good because
both my children were demandfeeders," a feeling that will resonate
with any parent who has tried to regulate a newborn's feeding!
A cable was sent to my Grandad's
ship in the mid-Atlantic to tell him he
was a father. When Grace was five or
six days old, he arrived home to meet
her for the first time. He performed
the nightly routine familiar to many
new Dads, pacing around the room to
wind the baby. Granny said, "I'd give
her one breast, then he'd make me a
cup of tea and wind her while I drank
it, then I'd give her the other breast
and we'd pray she'd go back to
sleep!"
About six-weeks after the birth,
Granny was 'churched' at a special
service in St Gabriel's, Heaton, where
she and Grandad had been married.
New mothers were blessed and
thanks given for surviving the rigours
of childbirth. This was a time when
the local birth rate was high, and babies' survival could not be taken for
granted.
My Grandad was on shore-leave
for the next three months to sit engineering exams. During this time, my
grandparents moved into their own,
three-bedroom house in the village of
Forest Hall (now a Newcastle suburb). The first-floor was "absolutely
empty", except for some ill-fitting curtains, because they had no furniture
to fill it. Joyce and Charles slept
downstairs in the front-room with
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Grace.
Life was incredibly tough for my
Granny, now 21 and managing on a
weekly budget of just £4.50. Although
the Second World War was over,
food was still rationed and everyday
tasks were a challenge. Milk was delivered by horse and cart, but there
was no fridge to keep it in. There was
no ready-made baby food; everything
had to be sieved. There was no
washing machine or wringer. Joyce
used terry towelling nappies, but with
no muslin linings. She had to soak
them, scrub them on a wooden
washing board and then boil them
with grated soap flakes. They were
hung outside to dry, in air sooty from
coal-fires and the local ship-building
industry. If it was wet, Joyce hung the
nappies indoors from hooks on the
picture rails. I'll think-twice before I
next curse the dodgy washing machine or those leaky disposable nappies!
Once my Grandad returned to
sea, he was away for 15 months and
didn't see Mum again until she was a
toddler, by which time he was a
stranger to her. Every day, Granny
walked five miles to her parents'
house, and back, with Grace in her
pram. She had some friends in the
village, but none of them had a husband away at sea, a connection she
clearly missed. Once Grace moved
into a buggy, which Joyce described
as "a horseshoe-shaped canvas
seat, with holes for plump little legs to
dangle through", she could take the
trolley-bus to her parents' house.
Granny remembers the announcement on the radio of the death
of King George VI in February 1952,
while Princess Elizabeth, the new
Gloucester & District

Queen, was in Kenya. It is perhaps
not surprising that she recalls little
about the coronation (in June 1953),
given the pressures of daily life.
Talking to my Granny about her
experiences as a new Mum in Newcastle, 60 years ago, has amplified
my respect for her. It must have been
gruelling to manage life with a young
baby, her husband thousands of
miles away at sea. It has also reinforced my perception of what matters
most for pregnant and new Mums:

consistent, personalised and
trusted midwifery and medical
care;

support at home – whether
from a partner, parent or friend
– to survive those long days
and nights with a newborn;
and

the opportunity to meet other
Mums with whom you share a
genuine common bond, as well
as having babies of a similar
age.
We are fortunate now to have the
NCT championing all of these issues
for us.
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Kids’ pages
Meet paper dolls Eddie and Amy. Their beach clothes and items can be
found on page 31 of this issue. Collect more paper dolls, clothes and items
in our future issues.
How to use:
Ask an adult to help you. Cut out the dolls and clothes. Use some sticky tabs
to place clothes on dolls. That way you can change their outfits later on. If
you like to keep the same outfits, you may glue them on.

Changing Times
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Beach clothes for Eddie and Amy
Paper dolls can be found on page 28.
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Baby Led Weaning
Introducing solids
(series of 4 articles)

Over the next 4 issues Alice and Shannon are going to share our experiences as we introduce our babies to solid food, the baby-led weaning way
(BLW). By the time our babies are 18 months old, we will see if BLW delivers
on the promise of toddlers enjoying family meals, as happy and confident
eaters, with good eating habits established for life.
Lochan’s Introduction to Pears

looking round for a milk feed. Not the
most promising of starts, although I
was secretly relieved that he wasn't
off to feed himself just yet.

It was a few days later that I think
BLW really started. Holding Lochan in
one arm I was eating a pear with my
free hand, when he reached out and
grabbed it from me before happily
devouring it, using both hands to keep
it steady. Seeing this was a light bulb
moment "Aha so this is baby led
It started with a pear! We waited until weaning! Lochan doesn’t want my
Lochan's sixth month birthday to give neatly prepared strips of pear, he
him his first taste of real food. I love
wants a big chunk he can literally get
cooking so had been looking forward his hands round." From this moment I
to helping him discover new tastes
realised that I really needed to stop
and sensations. But as the day aptrying to control the process and trust
proached I was surprised to find that I Lochan to lead the way! The very next
was truly sad when I thought about
day we put this to the test, after chewcutting that first avocado into strips for ing on some broccoli fronds Lochan
him. This would mark the end of a
looked over at the garlic bread we
stage when he was truly depend- ant were eating and reached out to try
on me, and be the first of the many
some. Being homemade, the garlic
little steps towards independence that was nearly raw and very strong, but
my little boy will take, until he eventu- having read somewhere that garlic is
ally heads out into the World as a
a flavour that transferred strongly to
man (OK this might be a long way
breast milk, I thought he might like it.
away but those new mum hormones
This turned out to be more than true
make it seem devastatingly soon).
and the broccoli was quickly discardWhen his first meal arrived, Lochan
ed in favour of gnawing out the garlooked surprised to find that these
lickiest sections of the bread!
toys had flavours and after pursing his
lips at the avocado, licked it for a few The one thing that is very true about
minutes before losing interest, and
baby led weaning is the mess! As
Gloucester & District
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Lochan is only just get- ting the hang
of hand and eye co- ordination, a
loaded spoon is flung around and
turned upside down before it eventually makes it into his mouth - only for
him to look disappointed that it is now
empty. More than the mess however
it is just a lot of fun; watching him
purse his lips, almost in disgust, as
he experiences a new taste before
eagerly tucking in for seconds, and
the look of surprise as a piece of
plum comes away in his mouth. I experienced a precious moment of pure
joy in watching Lochan's delight as
he successfully aimed a spoonful of
Greek yoghurt straight into his mouth
and was rewarded by a mouthful of
creamy flavour and a yoghurt moustache - undoubtedly helped by the
fact that Greek yoghurt is very thick
and stayed on the spoon despite the
acrobatics he had put the spoon
through.
Only two weeks in, it is amazing how
quickly he has got the hang of using

a spoon, and taking food straight to
his mouth, chewing and swallowing.
Already I doubt that he would even
let me feed him rather than handing
him the spoon, and he is quite forceful in banging the table when he
wants more of a particular taste. At
Changing Times

times I have literally had to sit on my
hands not to just 'help' him aim the
green bean away from his eye, or pull
a large piece of plum out of his mouth
as he tries to spit it out, but in the
spirit of letting him learn I have resisted.
BLW also has benefits for the whole
family. Since Lochan eats the same
food as us, we have to eat healthily
too, plus I'm eating a lot more fruit as
I finish off the half-eaten bits of plum
and banana that he drops on the
floor! That being said I'm off to make
some virtuous carrot and apple muffins, for Lochan to eat so that I can
continue to eat cake - hopefully he
won't realise these are not the same
for some time to come.
Florence’s adventures with food

I first heard about Baby Led Weaning
from two of my oldest friends whose
babies are now toddlers. Thanks to
them I was able to see babies happily
exploring food for themselves, and to
learn a bit about how BLW works, so
that by the time Florence came along
BLW seemed the natural way to introduce her to solid food. It seemed
such a relaxed, natural approach and
my husband Tom and I both loved
the idea of eating together as a family
when the time came. Florence is our
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first baby and we were lucky enough
to have no problems with breastfeeding. In fact I was dreading introducing
solids as I love breastfeeding so
much! However BLW makes a lot of
sense as a natural extension of
breastfeeding on demand: breast fed
babies are effectively feeding themselves and always know when they’ve
had enough! So, as Florence had
been regulating her own intake since
birth, we liked the idea of continuing
this with solid food. She has also always had a very independent spirit
and has been curious about the world
ever since her eyes were first open,
so feeding herself just seemed perfect for her.
Like most babies, as soon as she was
able to reach and grab Florence was
quite focused on exploring objects. By
5 months she was sitting independently and was able to put toys,
wooden spoons and anything else
within reach into her mouth fairly accurately. It seemed completely natural
that she should do the same with
food, although we were planning to
wait until 6 months, as is recommended, before her first go at it. However,
she took matters into her own hands
at 5 and a half months by grabbing
some lettuce from my plate and putting it into her mouth! That got hastily
fished out again, so her first real food
was roasted sweet potato during Sunday lunch a few days later. We couldn’t believe our eyes when our little girl
picked it up and began gnawing
away, and it was an absolutely lovely
feeling to all be tucking in together.
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For the next couple of weeks, Florence enjoyed picking up, gnawing,
sucking and throwing away lots of
fruit and veg. Some favourites were
chip-sized wedges of roasted pumpkin, steamed broccoli (broccoli is ideal
for BLW as it has its own “handle”!),
pieces of avocado and peeled pieces
of ripe pear. Pieces big enough to
stick up above her little fist worked
best. On her six month birthday we all
had chicken casserole with Greek
yoghurt for pudding, and since then
she has enjoyed all sorts of things,
including soup, mini meat balls, pasta
and homemade hummus. We just
make sure that her hands and the
table are clean, she sits in her high
chair and we put a choice of three or
four things in front of her. For runny
food, she takes a loaded spoon from
one of us and puts it into her mouth
(or smears it over her face!). Dipping
fingers of bread into soup and leaving
them in front of her to pick up has
also been a success. Mealtimes have
become brilliantly fun occasions, both
for us and for Florence as she explores the never-ending variety of
textures, shapes and sizes that food
provides.
Some relatives have been concerned
about “getting enough in”, but current
thinking is that milk provides the ideal
nutrition for babies, and solid food is
just for learning and exploration to
begin with. I love the fact that it really
doesn’t matter how much she eats,
and that there is no coaxing or trickery involved: she chooses what to do
with the food in front of her, and
meanwhile her Dad and I get to eat
our food too. She did gag quite a bit
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early on, but hasn‟t shown any sign
of choking: she seems completely in
control – probably because she is.

Our next Nearly New
Sale is on the 7th July at Severn Vale
Highschool.
For more details, please see
page 43.

Baby Led Weaning—It isn’t a new
idea but has become popular in recent years.

Current advice is to introduce solid food at around 6 months: at this age,
most babies have the motor skills needed to feed themselves.

In Baby Led Weaning, babies explore food and feed themselves. In its
purest form, babies are never spoon-fed.
The baby decides what and how much to eat. They continue to have milk
(breast or formula) as often as they like ‘on demand’.
NHS guidelines advise giving ‘finger foods’ and encouraging self feeding
from the start of the weaning process.
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Birth Announcements
Antenatal Teacher: Kate Clifford
Lisa and Alex Chapman

Isabella Maya

19th November 2011

Antenatal Teacher: Gillian Merrett Holmes
Tracey & Jonathan Hall

Evie May

5th December 2011

Claire & Matthew Lewis

Bethany Anne

21st December 2011

Elizabeth & Oliver Barnes

William John

3rd January 2012

Emma & James Chappell

Freya Elizabeth Rose

15th January 2012

Antenatal Teacher: Marianne Orr
Rosanna York & Gregory Francis Isabella June

12th January 2012

Ruth & Matt Appleton

Naomi Sorrel Rose

14th January 2012

Jo Fountain and Lawrence Rich

Stanley

22nd March 2012

Ashleigh and Chris Ovens

Elsa Camille

31st March 2012

Kate and Graham Crossley

Ruby

6th April 2012

Jemma and Steve Field

Jacob

15th April 2012

Sharon and Ian Smith

Eloise Charlotte

23rd April 2012

Antenatal Teacher: Kate Clifford
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Antenatal Teacher: Marianne Orr
Clare and Mark Bruton-Young

Charlotte Anne

29th February 2012

Hannah Deacon & Mark Prosser

Jasper Ivor

8th February 2012

Georgina & Patrick Thomas

Albie Christopher

10th February 2012

Emma & Adam Thomas

Oliver James

11th February 2012

Natalie Extence & Christian Cooper Kye Xavier

11th February 2012

Rebecca & Jeremy Holland

Molly Amber

3rd March 2012

Nicola & James Phelps

Eleanor Valerie Rose 4th March 2012

Antenatal Teacher: Marianne Orr
Anouska Lobbett & Robert Phipps

Francesca Lily Rice

1st February 2012

Nicola & Darrell Palmer

Jacob Jack

6th February 2012

Helen & Shaz Siddiqui

Amara Louise

18th February 2012

Vicky Wade & Rich Wheatley

Jack Oliver

23rd February 2012

Sarah & Andrew Langley

Ethan Lawrence

29th February 2012

Katherine & Todd Clamp

Emily Alice

3rd March 2012

Melanie & John Miles

Oscar William

4th March 2012

Claire & Andy Beacham

Amelia Lily

13th March 2012

Congratulations and welcome
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Instructions not included
Alex Bollen discusses baby books
“There’s more to life than books, you
know, but not much more” goes The
Smiths song, and I’ve always thought
Morrissey had a point. And so, since
becoming a parent, I have read more
childrearing books than is probably
good for me. What follows are some
entirely subjective comments on a
few of them.
Before giving birth, I had decided I wasn’t a Gina Ford type. This
was mainly because I had watched
one of my school friends sob
throughout my hen weekend because
her baby wouldn’t sleep at the times
Gina said he should. I tried reading
The New Contented Little Baby Book
(Vermilion, 2002) when my son was a
couple of weeks old and I was sleep
deprived and befuddled. I could barely get to the bottom of each page, let
alone contemplate implementing
Gina’s detailed regime. And I couldn’t
help feeling that underpinning her
approach is a sense that babies are
cunning, impish creatures on the
lookout for any opportunity to bring
mayhem into their parents’ lives.
Having said that, I did find myself sneaking a look at the book on a
couple of occasions for a bit of guidance, for instance when my son was
going from three to two daytime naps.
He was a ‘textbook’ baby, settling
into a rhythm of feeding every three
hours in the day (even though I was
feeding on demand) and sleeping at
regular times. My daughter, on the
other hand, has much more unpredictable patterns of feeding and
sleeping. If I had tried to get her into
a Gina routine, I’m sure this would
Gloucester & District

have led to misery all round. In conclusion, I think Gina probably works
best for parents who like meticulous
routines and have a baby who naturally obliges.
In the early days with my son, I
found Tracy Hogg’s Secrets of the
Baby Whisperer (Vermilion, 2001)
gentler and more attainable. Hogg
describes her approach as a
“sensible and practical middle
ground” between strict regimes and
having no structure at all. She advocates learning to understand a baby’s
cues while getting him into a regular
routine of eating, activity and then
sleeping. It’s mostly common sense,
but as a clueless first time parent it
helped me get to grips with some of
the basics.
However by far the most useful
– and inspirational – book I read
when my son was tiny was Naomi
Stadlen’s What Mothers Do: Especially When It Looks Like Nothing
(Piatkus, 2004). I read this when I
was at a very low ebb, struggling to
cope with a colicky baby and breastfeeding problems. On top of that, I
had just finished reading Sue Gerhardt’s book Why Love Matters: How
Affection Shapes A Baby’s Brain
(Routledge, 2004). This is a fascinating look at how children’s brains develop but its emphasis on the importance of parental love somehow
left me feeling like an inadequate
mother. I would only advise reading
this when you are feeling robust (and
not when you are contemplating
sending your child to nursery either).
Going back to Stadlen’s book,
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this draws upon her many years of
work with new mothers, including running regular discussion groups. It covers a range of emotional and practical issues such as the shock of adjusting to life with a new baby, difficulties in getting anything done with a
newborn, what babies need and relations with your partner. Throughout
the book, different mothers describe
how they have grappled with all these
issues. Having felt despondent about
how I was doing as a mother, reading
about the experiences of other mothers made me realise that I was doing
just fine. The book helped me become more confident in my ability to
be a good mother to my son.
Finally, I was beside myself
with excitement when I discovered
that a history of baby manuals exists.
I read Christina Hardyment’s Dream

Babies: Childcare Advice from John
Locke to Gina Ford (Frances Lincoln,
2007) during long winter evenings
breastfeeding my newborn daughter.
It’s a fascinating read, charting the
changes in fashions in childrearing
advice from the eighteenth century to
the present day – and how the pendulum has swung back and forth between strict regimes and unstructured
baby-led approaches.
I’ll leave Hardyment to have
the final word on baby books:
“None of the manual writers are omniscient authorities, and none of them
have met your baby...Manuals need
to be kept in their place: tools, not
tyrants, a helpful indication of the varied options that face us, not holy writ.”
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Pregnant Wendy
by Wendy Harris

Here I am at 40 weeks pregnant
wondering when our Inside Baby will
become an Outside Baby. I’ve heard
people getting really impatient for
their baby to come out and asking for
sweeps and doing all sorts of things
to try and get the baby to move
(including eating 5 pineapples in one
day!), but I don’t feel in any hurry.
Afterall they have a lifetime of being
on the outside, another couple of
weeks inside are no bother in the
grand scheme of things. We only
intend to have one child so I’m never
going to be pregnant again so I’m
happy to wait for Po (our baby’s nickname) to become an Outside Baby
whenever they want to, knowing that
the hospital will want to gee Po along
if I still have an Inside Baby in a couple of weeks.
Despite being high risk due to
my high BMI and age, my pregnancy
has gone well and without real incident, other than the extreme tiredness in the early days. I was at my
highest ever weight when I got pregnant and it has been interesting to
watch my body change. At the start
my tummy was “all pies”, then the
pies moved up and the baby took
some of the room although it still
looked all pies to me as that’s all I
could see really when I looked down!
Then there was quite a long time
where if you didn’t know me and
looked you’d be easily forgiven for
thinking “pies or baby?” but now for
the last few weeks it has definitely
been all baby and the pies have
moved around the back out of the
way for a while!
Gloucester & District

I still find the whole idea of
having a human being wriggling
around and growing inside me to be
very very odd. Whoever’s idea it was
to do it this way is crazy! I think birds
have got it right, is it penguins that
share the egg sitting between Mum
and Dad? That sounds much more
sensible, pop an egg out and sit on it
for 9 months. Luckily though my placenta is at the front which I’m told
lessens the moving sensations and
has meant I haven’t had any of those
proper freaky sounding elbow or foot
viewing experiences! The worst I’ve
had is a few bouts of hiccups. We
saw our lovely friends Lucy and Rob
last week and you can see their baby
moving inside her from the other side
of the room! Pauly was fascinated
and I did feel a little sad that he hadn’t been able to see Po move like
that although he has been listening
regularly on the heart machine he
bought in the early weeks.
It’s very exciting thinking in two
weeks at the latest we will know
whether Po will be our Son or Daughter. It is strange to think that our lives
are going to change and it will no
longer just be Pauly and I ever again.
Although I’m sure there will be times
when Po won’t be with us, we will still
be considering and worrying about
them. We were pregnant last year
but found out at 12 weeks that it had
stopped at 8. What a shock that
was, but I realise now that although
all along we have been thinking the
next step will ease our worry this
time, having a child actually means
that we will never again be able to
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not worry. We consider ourselves
lucky to be allowed to have a child,
afterall just because you decide it
would be nice to have one, doesn’t
mean you can. I do hope it will be
OK. .At the moment I keep switching
between “wow” and “eeeek” when I
think about having an Outside Baby
all of our very own.
I have been going to lots of
groups during my pregnancy to meet
other Mums. I have suffered from
depression / anxiety so am aware
that it is something that may be triggered when Po arrives so building up
support around me is important. Also
I figured it was easier to walk in to a
new place and find out where to go,
where to park etc without a baby to
worry about!
The NCT Bumps and Babies
group held at the Salvation Army in
Gloucester on Tuesday mornings is
lovely. Although when I started going
there weren’t many Mums and I was
the only bump, it has been busier in
the past couple of weeks and is a
lovely safe environment to chat about
pregnancy and babies and is nice
and handy as there’s parking and not
too far from town. I recommend it as
a nice place to start.
I’ve been going to the NCT
Relax, Stretch and Breathe classes in
Brockworth which are lovely. As the
title says, the sessions are very relaxing and it has been great to meet other soon-to-be Mums and get some
exercise while learning positions and
breathing for labour. There were six
of us that all started together and became a little gang within the group, all
being due within a 3 week period.
Some of the gang have already had
their babies. I’m the last one “due” so
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time will tell if I take my correct place
in the line - so far everyone has been
out of the predicted order! Hopefully
we will all stay in touch when our babies move outside.
Pauly and I went to the NCT
antenatal classes too. There we met
another 6 couples and learnt lots
about the labour and birth. The thing
that sticks in my mind most was the
lady had a set of life size pictures
showing a cross section of a woman’s
body at various stages of pregnancy.
Although I had seen our baby scans,
had looked up the measurements at
various stages and could see and feel
my bump, it still astounded me to see
the pictures and see that the bump is
actually All Full Of Baby! I’m not entirely sure what I thought was in
there, in my mind it was the size of a
walnut, but it was enlightening to put
it in perspective and see the amount
of impact it is having on my body’s
bits and bobs that are having to move
around to give Po room.
Other groups I’ve been to include NCT Bumps and Babies in
Cheltenham which has been very
busy each time and breastfeeding
support groups MOBS in Stroud and
Mama Latte in Bartongate. There are
lots of breastfeeding support organisations and local groups and I fully
intend to make use of them when Po
arrives. I know it isn’t necessarily
easy so am relieved to know there
are plenty of places I will be able to
go to get advice, information and support to ensure I’ll be able to successfully feed Po.
Now that the house has been decorated (I was still going up the ladder
to wallpaper at almost 37 weeks!) we
have been buying lots of things in
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preparation. Pauly’s Mum kindly
gave us a lot of stuff, but I realised
that I wanted to choose things myself
too, so we went to some NCT sales.
I volunteered to help at the Stroud
one and we went to the Worcester
sale the week before to see what was
involved. We got a fantastic pushchair that we had nearly bid £100 on
the night before on ebay for £30, and
some other nice things including
clothes and blankets. I helped with
setting up at the Gloucester one but
sadly couldn’t go to the actual sale as
it clashed with our Antenatal class.
We went to the Swindon sale the other week thinking we didn’t need anything else but still came away with 4
carrier bags full! It’s all such lovely
stuff and for such little money. I figure that it doesn’t matter that we

have so much as we’ll be able to sell
it back at the sales in the future, helping the NCT to raise money and getting some of our money back at the
same time.
Fingers crossed Po’s move to
the Outside all goes OK and I’ll be
back in the next issue with our birth
story.

Celebrate Your Child’s Arrival With A Naming Ceremony
Humanist naming ceremonies are a wonderful way to welcome your child to the world if a
religious service is not right for you.
Namings can be held for children of all ages – not just babies - and take place in village halls,
houses, parks, hotel function rooms and even at the zoo!
Whether you want something big or small, formal or relaxed, or if you just don’t know
where to start…we can help. Working with you, we will devise and deliver a ceremony that
will be unique, personal and have just the right mix of seriousness and joy!
For more information about your local namings celebrants, trained and accredited by the
British Humanist Association, visit www.hhbabynamings.co.uk or phone Hannah Hart
(01452 530794) or Philippa Howell (01242 583680).
Please tell our advertisers that you saw their advert in the NCT Gloucester Newsletter ‘Changing Times’
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Breastfeeding
support

Gloucestershire Breastfeeding Supporters’ Network (GBSN)
groups:
Monday
10.00 – noon – MOBS in Dursley, Parish Room, St James the Great Church,
Dursley GL11 4JE
Tuesday
10.00am – noon – BAPS, Hesters Way Children’s Centre, Dill Ave, Cheltenham
GL51 0ES
10.00 – noon – MOBS in Stroud, St Albans Church Hall, Parliament Street,
Stroud GL5 1LW
Wednesday
10.30 – noon – BABES, Noah’s Ark Children’s Centre, York Road, Priors Park,
Tewkesbury GL20 5HU
Thursday
9.30 – 11.30am – CRIBS, Church Hall, St John’s Church, Churchdown GL3 2DB
10.00 – 11.30am – BEST, Springboard Children’s Centre, Trinity Road,
Cirencester, GL7 1JU (Watermoor).
12.30 – 2.00pm – GLOBES, Gardners Lane Children’s Centre, Cheltenham
GL51 9JW
Breastfeeding Network (BfN) groups:
The Bartongate baby feeding group: 1-2.30pm on Wednesdays at the Bartongate Children's Centre on Sinope Street in central Gloucester
Beacon Children’s Centre group, next to Kingsway Primary School, Valley
Gardens, Gloucester: 10.00 -11.30am on Thursdays.
Breastfeeding Support in the Forest of Dean:
Starting Thursday 7th June 2012, 10-12noon @ CANDI Drop-In, Market Street,
Cinderford, GL14 2RT. More info at: http://mum2mum.vpweb.co.uk/ or contact
Zoe mum2mum@live.co.uk.
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Help is just a phone call away
Antenatal Teacher
Kate
01531 820 959
Breastfeeding Counsellors
Elizabeth
01452 813 425
Sue
01452 305 957

Special care support
Bliss, www.bliss.org.uk
amy_lara_griffiths@yahoo.co.uk - available
for support throughout the county for any
family who have or have had a baby in
special care (regardless of gestation!).

Electric Breast pump Hire
Electric Breast pumps can be hired from
your local GBSN group (for groups see p.40).

Still Birth Support
SANDS, www.gloucestershiresands.org.uk,
07805950547 & 07805950628

Home Birth Support
Tina & Nick
01452 539 175

Valley Cushion hire
Sue
0844 243 6138-5

Hyperemesis Support
Gillian
07807017654
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Get in touch and get involved
The Gloucester and District NCT is run by volunteers who give up a few hours of their time every
now and again. We’re always looking for new
volunteers. If you’d like to get involved simply
call one of the team.
Find us on facebook:“Gloucester and District
NCT”.

Branch Contacts
Branch Chair

Gill

0844 2436183 (1)

Gguarino@rocketmail.com

Branch Secretary

Laine

01452 548932

mlklewis@hotmail.co.uk

Treasurer

Louise

Membership

Jenny

0844 243 6183 (4)

Gloucesternct@hotmail.co.uk

Antenatal Class
Bookings

Caroline

0844 243 6945

bookings3f@nct.org.uk

NNS Co-ordinators

Dawn, Mich
& Gill

gloucesternns@hotmail.co.uk

Bumps & Babies

Toni

antoniacatchpole@yahoo.com

louisecoughlin@live.co.uk

Branch Email

Gloucesternct@hotmail.co.uk

Antenatal Teacher

Kate

01531 820959

Little Bundles

Laine

07769 355219

Webmaster

Tina

info@gloucesterlittlebundles.org
tinajaede@googlemail.com

Branch Newsletter Team
Editor

Tina

tinajaede@googlemail.com

Co-Editor

Sophie

Sophiehebden@yahoo.com

Advertising

Tina

0844 243 6138 (3)

tinajaede@googlemail.com

Branch Breastfeeding Counsellors
Elizabeth

01452 813425

(early evenings only)

Sue

01452 305957

(daytime only)

Homebirth Support
Tina & Nick

01452 539175

www.nct.org.uk/branches/gloucester
Gloucester & District
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